It is almost exactly thirty years since the pivotal American Bar Association-sponsored Pound Conference, which heralded the modern era of alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) in the courts. At that Conference, Professor Frank Sander put forward the concept of the multi-door courthouse. Currently, ADR is increasingly an accepted tool of the practitioner both within and outside the court system. Attorneys now market their services in dispute resolution and not solely in trial practice or litigation. Pressure to offer litigation alternatives came initially from clients, but now pressure also comes from overwhelmed court systems and legislative mandates.

Given the rapid expansion of ADR in the United States and in international dispute resolution over the last thirty years, one might expect that an obituary for litigation is the only appropriate response to developments in this area, or, to reword a quote by William Shakespeare: “I come to bury [litigation,] not to praise [it].” However, my experience and biases lead me to a more nuanced, less pithy, more equivocal, and certainly less literary, statement: I come to report on the purported demise of litigation, but before nailing the coffin shut, we need to reflect on the benefits litigation may provide in some cases and recognize that meshing litigation and ADR may yield unintended consequences that operate to the detriment of both the adversary process and ADR. What else could one expect from a lawyer/academic? I confess--I am also a recovering litigator; I litigated full-time for eight years. Being an academic has afforded me the luxury of examining procedural rules and litigation processes and behaviors from the vantage point of the ivory tower. For the last decade I have also served as a pro bono mediator in the federal courts for the Eastern District of New York. These different roles and perspectives have not necessarily illuminated answers, but they have certainly provided questions worth further exploration.

Court-annexed ADR is now a settled fixture in federal courts and in many state courts in the United States, as well as in courts in countries around the world. However, just because a process has garnered widespread support does not mean that we should not continue to examine how well the process has worked.

Now that ADR is firmly entrenched in the litigation process, what are the benefits it has brought? Is engrafting ADR onto court process entirely a positive development? Are there any negatives? Do we have the necessary information to answer these questions?
Our inquiries should not focus on whether ADR is better than litigation. There is no argument that ADR offers much to disputants in a wide range of disputes. The advantages of a process that is more flexible, more party-directed, and does not require a zero-sum solution are readily apparent and do not need defense. Rather, our inquiry should focus on how, if it is, the courts are transforming ADR and how, if it is, ADR is transforming the court system. If we can address those questions, we will have a better understanding of what is transpiring. If we understand what is happening, we can make rational choices as to future programs and shape processes to achieve desired goals.

This paper addresses the current state of mandatory court-annexed ADR in the United States federal courts. Part I provides a summary overview of how ADR has developed in the federal courts. Part II briefly describes the positions of the proponents of increased ADR in the courts and of those critical of ADR court initiatives. Part III outlines issues that remain to be addressed and suggests possible avenues for empirical research. The conclusion proposes that we maintain continuing oversight and scrutiny of the process and ADR processes designed to operate after the parties enter the courthouse. As others have warned, we may be inadequately factoring in the impact that our ad hoc development and incorporation of ADR practices into the courthouse may have on both the litigation process and ADR.

I. Development of ADR in the Federal Courts

A brief examination of the development and growth of court-annexed ADR in the United States federal courts may be instructive in our evaluation and assessment of such programs in our federal and state courts, as well as in courts in other systems.

The introduction of ADR into the United States federal courts was an attempt to deal with two related, but distinct, problems. First, court reformers and legislators were seeking ways to reduce the enormous expense and delay of litigation on the parties and courts and the accompanying psychic trauma of the litigation process on the parties. The procedural rules for civil cases in the United States federal courts begin with an exhortation that has been more of an aspiration than a reality since the federal rules first went into effect in 1938. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 1 provides, in relevant part, that the procedural rules “shall be construed and administered to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action.” Excessive costs and delays affect how the public views the courts, and result in loss of confidence in court processes.

Second, the enormous pressure on court dockets, as new causes of action have been created by statutory mandate, as disputes became more complex and ramified, and as the criminal docket has absorbed more institutional resources, has contributed to a perceived litigation crisis as dockets expand and civil cases join a longer and longer queue to trial.

ADR was promoted as a panacea for both problems. ADR has been described as a “relatively new name coined to describe an old process.” Certain segments of American society and cultures outside the United States have traditionally preferred to settle disputes without litigation. What has changed in the last three decades in the United States is the incorporation, at an accelerating pace, of ADR mechanisms and “ADR-speak” into the fabric of our courts--a change in part driven by the increased use of private ADR by repeat players outside of courts and the increasing emphasis on teaching ADR in law schools (or at least talking about teaching ADR).

Using ADR in conjunction with, or as alternatives to, formal litigation processes in the courts is not a totally new concept. In the 1960’s, various communities throughout the United States established neighborhood justice centers. State courts experimented with ADR to varying degrees, particularly in certain types of disputes that seemed particularly appropriate for resolution by some form of mediated or negotiated agreement--either because the stakes were too low (e.g., small claims) or because the disputes involved issues that might best be resolved by some result other than a money judgment (e.g., child custody arrangements, support, separation agreements, housing disputes, etc.). Most of these matters are not the bread and butter of federal court cases.

Successful use of ADR in the state courts and its growth in the private sector led to a more expansive use of ADR mechanisms in a wider range of cases in state courts and in federal courts. The rising cost of litigation, burgeoning dockets,
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and the concomitant strains on the court system began to erode public confidence in the courts and drive those who could afford it to seek “paid” private ADR, including rent-a-judge, mediation, and arbitration. These internal and external pressures forced court systems to consider alternatives within the court system.

The involvement of the federal courts in court-annexed ADR can be dated to about thirty years ago. At the American Bar Association Pound Conference on the Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, Professor Frank Sander ushered in the modern era of dispute resolution with the introduction of the concept of the multi-door courthouse. Professor Sander advocated courts offering parties a range of dispute resolution procedures and helping them to select among them rather than offering a “one size fits all” adversarial process.11

*82 The first court-annexed mandatory arbitration programs in federal courts were established in three districts in 1978 on a trial basis.12 Ten years later, Title IX of the 1988 Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act13 authorized experimental court-annexed arbitration programs in additional pilot districts.

Other rule and statutory amendments encouraged the use of ADR. For example, the 1983 amendments to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 16 provided for increased judicial management of cases through the pretrial conference and explicitly required consideration of “the possibility of settlement or the use of extrajudicial procedures to resolve the dispute.”14 The Civil Justice Reform Act of 199015 required every federal district court to at least consider court-sponsored ADR, including mediation, arbitration, mini-trial, and summary jury trial, in its required Civil Justice Reform Act Plan. Additionally, the statute included authorization and funding for at least some assessment of programs.16

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 199817 states that ADR “has the potential to provide . . . greater satisfaction [for] the parties, innovative methods of resolving disputes, and *83 greater efficiency in achieving settlements”18 and mandates that every district court establish an ADR program that provides litigants with at least one ADR process. The Act authorizes the federal courts to compel participation in mediation or early neutral evaluation. Each district court must, by local rule, require litigants in civil cases to consider using ADR at an appropriate stage in the case. As a result of this statute, as well as trends in the private ADR marketplace, mediation programs have become the fastest-growing category of court-annexed ADR program,19 but, as discussed below, mediation, as offered in the courts, can mean many different things.

Similar ADR initiatives were promulgated by statute and executive order and put into effect in the executive and administrative branches of the federal government.20

Thus, federal courts offer some ADR in all civil cases, but there is significant variation in what that means in different federal courts. First, offering a program or promulgating rules does not mean that a robust, viable program exists and is utilized. There is often a significant disconnect between what rules authorize and what is actually available and operative.21 Second, there is ADR and there is ADR. What is now labeled ADR in some courts may be what courts have by and large always offered--some variation of a judicial settlement conference. Other courts may offer a panoply of ADR options from which parties may choose.

*84 Court-annexed ADR is not a single process or program; rather, it encompasses many different varieties, variations, and “flavors” of ADR mechanisms. ADR in the federal courts includes arbitration, mediation, early neutral evaluation,22 summary jury trial,23 mini-trial,24 judicial settlement conference, and additional iterations, such as med-arb.25

We might categorize the programs in different ways as well. Some of the programs are voluntary; some are mandatory. Whether a program is voluntary or mandatory fundamentally affects the operation of that program and how it is perceived by the participants.

Another categorization might focus on the extent to which the programs resemble traditional litigation. Programs can be placed on a continuum where one end point is a traditional judge or jury trial and the opposite end point is transformative party-directed “appropriate” dispute resolution. All of the court-annexed ADR programs, except for mediation (and arguably much of the mediation conducted under court auspices), have characteristics of the typical litigative, adversarial process—or
as described by one commentator, “alternatives to the courtroom that resembled the courtroom . . . .”26 Perhaps, for that very reason, the growing trend in court-annexed ADR appears to be mediation, which at least in theory may offer greater opportunities for party involvement and flexible results.27

*85 Even if we examine solely mediation programs, we find tremendous variation in different courts.28 Some mediation programs are mandatory; some are voluntary. Some litigants receive the services of a mediator from the court without cost; some litigants pay for mediation at market prices or at reduced prices. Some mediators are court staff; others are volunteers or private providers. Some mediation sessions are limited to a single short session; others, especially those for which litigants pay, may continue as needed. Some mediators use evaluative techniques; some mediators favor facilitative or transformative approaches. Many mediation sessions operate as settlement conferences. Variations occur among districts, and within districts, raising concerns that the process may not provide equal treatment to all litigants.29 This is particularly of concern because ADR processes that result in settlements provide no opportunity for review and most programs do no more than perfunctorily attempt to assess mediators’ skills or performance.30

The wide variety of programs, dockets, and local legal cultures makes comparability of program assessments across courts extremely difficult and unreliable. The problem is compounded because terminology describing programs is inaccurate and misleading.31

Different jurisdictions choose one or more of the programs, vary the procedures to suit local cultures and preferences and resources, and offer an ADR menu. A further complication is that even within individual districts there may be tremendous variation in how programs are utilized. Some judges are more comfortable with one type of ADR over others; parties or their counsel may be more familiar or comfortable with a particular type of ADR; sometimes cases are assigned to a particular ADR process automatically.32

Research is increasing, but still is sparse, and empirical research done in a particular jurisdiction may reflect only the operation of a fairly unique program operating in a local legal culture at a particular point in time.33 Even if a study is well-planned and reliable, the focus on particular programs and jurisdictions may make extrapolation of results to other court programs problematic. Additionally, inferences drawn from such research may or may not have wider application. This difficulty may help explain the variation in results reported as well as the sharply differing conclusions that different scholars draw from the available data.34

One particular difficulty has been the continued dearth of solid information about which ADR measures work and what side effects they produce. Controlled experiments can provide the most reliable data about the impact of remedial measures on quality and efficiency standards, but for various reasons are rarely undertaken.35 Findings produced by the studies that are most frequently done—surveys and analyses of statistical reports or other archival data—are of uncertain validity because of the problem of screening out the impact of extraneous factors in the absence of a rigorous control group.36 Legal scholars still hotly debate the reliability and interpretation of results.37

So, comparisons and conclusions are tentative, and somewhat speculative. Empirical research is still in its infancy—we know more than we used to, but we still know relatively little about the litigation process.38 Results of some studies are encouraging in some respects and discouraging in others. For example, studies indicate that although ADR may increase party satisfaction, ADR may not necessarily reduce costs or disposition time.39 Data is not consistent and can be interpreted in a variety of ways. Whether there are time and cost savings may depend on whether the dispute was resolved during ADR and the timing of ADR. It may also depend on the type of ADR available and used and the program structure and monitoring. Are cost savings enough? Do savings and efficiency necessarily result in better quality or fairer results?

*88 ADR studies often report on the satisfaction of the parties with the process and the result. It is often not entirely clear what the results on party satisfaction actually mean. Can we measure “satisfaction” on some objective basis? Is it satisfaction with the process or with the result or both? Some of the studies note that parties value process; court-annexed ADR is more likely to provide process that parties can understand. Can we reliably measure satisfaction with a particular ADR program as compared to either other alternative dispute processing or litigation? Is an assessment of “fairness” the same as satisfaction?39
Although ADR is often lauded for its potential to produce “better” quality outcomes, we have not yet determined how to define “better quality” or “fairness”, much less to measure those qualities reliably.

Different programs labeled ADR are not fungible. This complicates formulating general conclusions about ADR as compared to litigation. For example, one cannot conclude that because parties evidence high satisfaction after voluntary mediation, that similar results apply to mandatory mediation. Nor can one conclude that because parties evidence high satisfaction after arbitration that similar results apply to mediation. They might, but we cannot make that assumption.

For every study, there is a countervailing study; so, just as some studies give high marks to ADR, other studies have shown that Americans like the adversarial adjudicatory processes. Although it is easy to argue that we have been socialized to that process and that people tend to favor the familiar, the pull to the adversarial process seems to be more deeply ingrained. Additionally, some studies seem to demonstrate that parties simply prefer process—whatever that means.

Two possible explanations for the satisfaction of participants with the adversarial process are that disputants are more likely to be satisfied with results when: (1) they have greater control over the decision-making process, especially in the identification and presentation of evidence; and (2) they perceive the process as fair, especially in the sense of the perceived openness of the procedures and the opportunity to have “voice” in the proceedings. Interestingly enough, it is exactly these factors, aside from the openness of the procedures, that ADR proponents argue are better provided through ADR. It may be that mandatory court-annexed ADR will have more difficulty meeting these benchmarks. As some commentators argue, “ADR’s legitimacy is eroded by its association with compulsion.” Parties (and/or their counsel) who have chosen court process rather than private ADR and have not voluntarily opted for court-assisted ADR may be acting out of ignorance or hostility to the process, but the single session ADR (averaging three to four hours) that most compulsory court-annexed programs offer disputants may not sufficiently satisfy the process and fairness expectations of litigants.

A separate but related concern is that the less formal ADR resolution procedures might increase the risk of race, gender, or class-based discrimination in adjudication. ADR providers as a group are predominantly white and male. Although race, class and gender bias is not absent from court process, the confidentiality of the ADR process, the informality of procedures and absence of any transcript or record, and the lack of reviewability contribute to these concerns, as does the fact that any coercion in the process may have a magnified effect when disputants are women or minority-group members.

The last thirty years have seen a tremendous growth of both private ADR and court-annexed ADR. Of the factors leading to this development, some are based on critiques of the adversarial process and others are based on more general institutional and societal developments that have impacted the courts as well. It is useful to outline these critiques to help explain why court-annexed ADR suddenly seemed such an attractive and viable option. Many of the arguments against traditional litigation and in favor of a shift to ADR process may be summarized in the following four points:

1. The adversarial process is perceived as too costly, too time-consuming, and too stressful. To echo Chief Justice Burger, there has to be a “better way.” Judges are increasingly socialized to the concept that “the absolute result of a trial is not as high a quality of justice as is the freely negotiated, give a little, take a little settlement.”

2. Most cases settle anyway; less than two percent of federal civil cases get to trial. ADR is a way to process cases earlier and quicker so that less judicial intervention is necessary and settlement can occur earlier.

3. ADR provides additional settlement weapons in the arsenal of the managerial judge model. The concept of the judge as case manager developed gradually, and was institutionalized in the federal courts in procedural rule reforms beginning in the 1980s and reinforced in statutory mandates such as the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990.

4. ADR provides an opportunity to improve the quality of the results achieved in litigation.
A few observations about these four “motivations” are in order. The arguments favoring ADR over traditional litigation sometimes focus on the interests of the parties and sometimes on institutional and societal interests and pressures. The concerns about the impact of ADR on the courts similarly sometimes focus on party interests and sometimes on institutional concerns. What no one seems to mention, however, is that advancing party interests may not benefit institutional or societal interests and vice versa. For example, a process that reduces a party’s costs may require greater expenditures of judicial and other institutional resources. Similarly, an institutional efficiency may require parties to assume additional costs. We do not necessarily focus on which interests ought to have priority.53

Has ADR met its promise? The answer is not so clear and depends on what is used as the measure of success. I have already indicated that empirical data is spotty, difficult to use for comparisons across programs, and not necessarily reliable, but what information can we draw from the studies?

First, ADR may not have reduced costs and time for parties.54 Indeed, if litigation is too costly and time-consuming, it is difficult to evaluate the impact of court-annexed ADR.55 A resolution by court-annexed ADR is undoubtedly cheaper than adjudication through trial, but only a small percentage of cases 92 resolved through court-annexed ADR would have ultimately reached trial.56 Although the number of cases tried continues to fall, it is not so clear that ADR has had a significant impact on that number.57 For cases that would not have reached trial in any event, ADR may add a layer of cost and process that the parties would not otherwise have encountered.58 A significant percentage of cases have historically settled without any judicial intervention;59 preparation and participation in ADR sessions requires expenditures of time and money. Use of ADR may delay settlement in some circumstances and accelerate it in others. Further, some programs require parties to pay for court-annexed ADR either directly or as a potential sanction for rejoining the queue to trial. It is ironic that parties who opted to litigate rather than to pay for private dispute resolution may be required to pay in any event before being allowed to use the public “free” dispute resolution traditionally offered by courts. For cases that are unresolved by court-annexed ADR and continue to trial, parties incur additional costs.60

Second, studies also fail to demonstrate a reduction in institutional costs and time by some measures. For example, cases that go through ADR, as compared to litigated cases, do not necessarily have fewer motions decided. It may simply be that cases are not referred to ADR early enough.

Third, although we can assess ADR programs and determine how many ADR referrals are settled,61 we do not know the extent to which, or whether, court-annexed ADR has improved settlement rates. Again, neither the results nor the measure is clear. Most cases settle with or without ADR. Should our goal be to have more and earlier settlements? Are ADR-assisted settlements necessarily better than privately negotiated ones? These and similar questions begin to illuminate the problem.

Fourth, it is almost impossible to measure whether ADR has improved the quality of the results. Parties do not publicly disclose settlements, so, we cannot survey the results. We do know, however, that the vast majority of ADR dispositions involve monetary exchanges rather than the more “flexible” alternatives that ADR dispositions may offer in the private sector.

Those examining litigation statistics cannot help but notice the large number of court filings at one end and the very small number of trials at the other end.62 Logically, court reformers and others have focused on trying to figure out how to move the bulk of cases that will never reach trial out of the system more efficiently. Court reforms have tried to address this issue from various perspectives, including shifting judicial responsibilities and roles from an adjudicative model to a managerial model,63 manipulating the flow of information so that parties are in a better position to evaluate cases earlier,64 and offering different options for settlement discussions at various points in the litigation process. Legal scholars have documented the shift of judicial attitudes as federal judges increasingly are trained to see themselves as managers and problem-solvers rather than adjudicators.65

Courts see alternative dispute resolution mechanisms as a way to relieve unrelenting docket pressures.66 Particularly as legislatures have continued to create new rights and obligations and have left it to courts to address certain complex social
issues, and as criminal dockets have expanded, there is unrelenting institutional pressure to move cases through the pipeline. ADR may siphon off cases that do not need much judicial attention by diverting settlement to other actors, often practitioners acting as arbitrators, mediators, or early neutral evaluators. Cases that settle leave time and resources for cases remaining in the system.

What is not considered though is the impact on the courts of shifting the types of cases and parties that get adjudicative treatment and those that do not. What is the long-range impact? Does it have a disparate effect so that certain types of cases and parties are no longer able or likely to get court adjudication? If so, how does it affect the legitimacy of courts and court decisions?

III. Understanding and Tweaking the System: What’s Next?

What academics and practitioners are beginning to consider, and need to consider more systematically, is the interrelationship between ADR and traditional court processes. Nothing operates in a vacuum.

In grafting ADR process onto courts, are we changing courts or ADR? Are we changing either for the better?

Is a particular ADR process fundamentally different if it is in the private or public sector? Should it be? Perhaps, the answer to both questions is (and should be) “yes.” Court-annexed ADR is likely to be more process-oriented and rule-bound, and less flexible than private party-controlled ADR. Parties cannot have the same control over a court-annexed process as they might in a privately-arranged process for several reasons. Among the most significant of these reasons: (1) a court’s limited institutional and administrative resources tend to mandate less flexible arrangements for the participating parties; (2) whether a fee is involved or not, the sessions are often limited as to number and duration; (3) the court has an institutional obligation to ensure fairness within the limits of confidentiality so some oversight is warranted; and (4) lawyers and court professionals generally control and dominate the process.

Additionally, there is increasing acknowledgement that at least some court-annexed ADR is morphing into yet another version of the traditional settlement conference. Many court-annexed mediations are not models of party empowerment and the search for creative resolutions. Rather, attorneys are assuming greater roles in selecting the mediators, shaping the sessions, and negotiating for the parties. Attorneys overwhelmingly prefer mediators who will evaluate claims and conduct “reality testing” with the parties. As described by one commentator:

In sum, court-connected mediation has evolved from a process that focused on enhancing individual citizens’ voice, control and assurance of accountability into a mechanism that resolves cases by reconciling these citizens to the institutional reality (or at least mediators’ and attorneys’ perception of the reality) of the courts and litigation. Another commentator describes court-annexed mediation as “one tool or step in an adversarial process that usually culminates in a negotiated settlement and less often results in the litigants proceeding to adjudication.” If true, then the court system has largely co-opted the promise of ADR and turned it into a dispute resolution mill for efficiency purposes.

Finally, if mediation in the courts is sometimes just another type of judicial settlement conference, then the transformative effects of mediation are eliminated. Does it suffice that a case is settled or are we trying to change the quality and nature of settlements? Is it the role of courts to be “transformative?” Should it be? Is that why parties come to courts?

Does it make a difference whether court-annexed ADR is voluntary or mandatory? Probably so. Parties can always choose to negotiate or resolve problems without litigation. Despite our perception of a litigation explosion, research has determined that most potential disputes never reach litigation-- some claims are resolved in other ways and other claims are simply ignored or abandoned. Yet parties who choose court adjudication for their disputes are often now required to participate (sometimes at significant monetary cost) in ADR processes that they could have chosen to use, but did not. With respect to ADR mechanisms that are more like court adjudication, such as arbitration, there may be less of an impact on the ADR process. Arbitration, for example, traditionally operates under fairly rigorous rules and court-annexed arbitration has adopted those
rules and procedures. Courts and lawyers are comfortable with arbitration process and can easily adapt to it. For ADR mechanisms like facilitative or transformative mediation, enforcing good faith participation is more of a problem, and “good faith” requirements and sanctions for lack of good faith have raised concerns about the effects on a process that is supposed to be based on cooperation between the parties and confidentiality of discussions.79

Confidentiality constraints also raise concerns about how court-annexed ADR is conducted. Is there appropriate oversight over neutrals? How do we protect parties from coercion and discourage coercive behavior?

These questions raise a host of related concerns. Even firm supporters of court-annexed ADR have recognized that appropriate oversight of neutrals has been spotty and needs improvement.76 The difficulties are, in part, economic--court-annexed programs are not well-funded and often rely on volunteers with varying levels of training, experience, and commitment. Some programs have full-time administrators, but *97 often there is little staffing and little opportunity for oversight beyond the submission of perfunctory questionnaires to participants. The confidentiality of negotiations and settlements also tends to insulate mediation, in particular, from judicial oversight of either the behavior of the mediator or the quality of the settlement.

Coercion to settle undermines how parties view the entire process and the ultimate result. Some commentators have even noted that the effect of arguments by ADR advocates, who posit that facts and law are of limited value in resolving cases and who denigrate court processes as expensive and unpredictable, may be to erode the legitimacy of courtroom processes.77

If, in fact, court-annexed ADR does not reduce costs to parties or move cases through the system faster, is it enough that there are perceived institutional benefits?

Is court-annexed ADR simply low-budget ADR for those who cannot afford either better quality private ADR or trial? Is it the best we can do? The answer depends on the program. Even strong advocates of court-annexed ADR programs recognize that many of the programs are flawed.78

There has not yet been a systematic study as to what types of cases and litigants get shunted out of the courthouse.

The bottom line is that we have much more work to do--and some of that work requires that we, as a society, make fundamental decisions about fairness and process in dispute resolution and allocation of resources to the courts.

Conclusion

The continuation of the Shakespearean quotation which I earlier reworded is also apt, if rephrased, to conclude: The evil that [fill in the blank based upon your own predilection--courts, lawyers, legislatures, litigation, ADR] do lives after them; The good is oft interfered with their bones.79 89 And to quote, rather than reword, the Bard just one last time:

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,

But in ourselves . . . .80

Rather than simply reacting to perceptions of crisis in our institutions, we should examine those institutions, determine appropriate goals, devise methods aimed at reaching those goals, and allocate the funds to do so. Rather than acting based upon incomplete and inaccurate information and political expediencies, we should act based upon reliable information.

Among the issues we must continue to explore:
1. How do we determine which ADR method is best suited to a particular dispute?
2. And, if we can make that determination, does it make a difference if certain programs are unavailable or disfavored by players in the system?

3. To what extent has ADR transformed the litigation process? Has it changed the expectations of parties and their attorneys?

4. To what extent has the court system transformed ADR? Has it become more generally evaluative, more formalized, and/or more procedure-bound?

5. Does making ADR mandatory under the court’s auspices, especially mediation, transform ADR inappropriately?

Mandatory ADR requires careful oversight to ensure it is not coercive and does not impose too much of a barrier to trial for those parties who want or need judicial determination. Shifting cases from the court’s adjudicative processes necessarily changes the mix of cases left for court resolution and may impact the development of case law and the role of the courts in a common law system based on precedent and stare decisis.
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